Office of Public Works
Statement of Strategy
(2015-2017)

The Office of Public Works is in the positive position of being able to make a real contribution to the economic recovery of our country. This Statement of Strategy sets out the Office's high-level goals
for the next three years. These goals are aimed at focussing the Office's contribution to Government policy in general and in the area of public sector reform in particular.
The Government is committed to public sector reform leading to a public service that is better integrated, responsive, efficient and more focused on strategic goals, on service users and on reducing the
cost of delivering public services. The OPW's Statement of Strategy outlines our contribution to these reforms over this period.
The OPW's two main business areas are (1) Estate Portfolio Management, which encompasses Heritage Services and (2) Flood Risk Management. These business areas are supported by Corporate
Services. Innovation and efficiencies in the OPW's business areas will contribute positively to Government's reform of the public sector.
Government aims to deliver greater value through more efficient management of the Government estate. This will be achieved through public service bodies sharing accommodation with one another
and use of modern open-plan layouts, facilitating new ways of working. This will require a smaller property footprint, allowing savings both by surrendering leases and by using more modern, energy
efficient buildings. The OPW will play a leading role in achieving this rationalisation. The Chairman of OPW is the Senior Responsible Owner of Public Service Reform in relation to property. The Property
Asset Management Delivery Plan is an ambitious programme of reforms, offering the potential for significant savings to the exchequer.
During the period of this Statement of Strategy, the OPW will complete the systematic national assessment of areas at risk of flooding, publish maps to identify those areas and finalise prioritised flood
risk management measures to mitigate risks. OPW will develop an implementation strategy for Government setting out how these mitigation measures may be implemented, contingent upon
appropriate resources being available to deliver the programme.
Since taking up my role in the OPW, I have been impressed by the team of staff and their professionalism, openness and commitment to change. I look forward to working with them on delivering the
ambitious objectives laid out in this Statement of Strategy.
Simon Harris, T.D
Minister of State

Mission: To use our experience and expertise to provide effective, sustainable and innovative services to the
public and to our clients with dedication, professionalism and integrity, as directed by Government

Programmes

Objectives

Manage and maintain the existing portfolio
through appropriate strategic acquisitions and
disposals to meet the operational needs of
Clients and to add value for the State

Develop a comprehensive Property Asset
Management strategy, comprising:
 Rationalisation, re-investment and
maintenance options for the property portfolio
 An asset management strategy in place
to manage State property disposal
 Establish a 20-year strategy for all OPW
owned property

Strategic Functions

Outcomes
 Reduced cost of rental and related costs to
the State
 Accommodation designed to facilitate
improved service delivery
 Savings to the State arising from a planned
disposal programme
 Property solutions for clients provided in a
planned manner consistent with a 20-year
strategy for all OPW owned property

Estate Portfolio
Management

Lead implementation of the actions in the
Property Asset Management Delivery Plan

Enhance the strategic capacity and capability in
property asset management across the Public
Service and streamline property asset
management administration

A ‘whole-of-Government’ approach to managing
the State’s property assets and providing a
strategic property solutions service

Vision: To set the standard for the
management, maintenance, design,
sourcing and conservation of the State
Property and Heritage Portfolio and to
lead the development of a national
strategy, protocols and standards for
maximising shared and efficient usage of
high quality accommodation across the
Public Service at a reduced cost

Apply planned and preventative maintenance
across the OPW portfolio

Reactive building maintenance service replaced
by planned & preventative maintenance programmes,
informed by building condition assessments

Strategic approach to maintenance on a planned
basis to cover all buildings over a period of time

Progress the energy awareness campaign in line with
the Government’s carbon reduction commitments

Rolling out the Optimising Power @ Work Programme
across the public service

Plan in place for increasing existing energy savings
with a view to achieving Government target for 2020

Engage in the ongoing maintenance and conservation
of National Monuments and Heritage properties in
State care and manage their operation and
presentation to visitors

 Achieve world class outcomes in conservation and
uphold excellent heritage site management standards
 Increase visitor footfall at heritage sites, resulting in
greater resources for reinvestment
 Ensure the necessary professional, technical and craft
skills are available to meet the Government
commitment to heritage conservation

 Increased awareness of and commitment to
Ireland’s Heritage
 Improved support for and participation in the
Tourism economy
 Greater recognition of value of OPW heritage brand
 Greater utilisation of the State Heritage Portfolio as an
educational and employment resource

Implement the actions in the Government Policy on
Architecture

Provide technical advice to Government and agencies,
promote quality in the built environment, sustainability,
public awareness, education and research

Act as point of reference in the dissemination of
knowledge and expertise, lead by example and publish
research and guidance documents

Implement building programmes to provide quality
built accommodation and facilities for Government
and State clients

Provide design and management services for the
Government & State clients’ building & property needs
in support of the Property Asset Management strategy

Provide design excellence, construction and support
services that are of the highest standard in terms of
quality, cost and programme

Flood Risk Management

Coordinate an integrated, 'whole-of-Government'
approach to flood risk management

Deliver appropriate flood risk policy advice,
proposals, strategies and plans

An integrated, ‘whole-of-Government‘ approach to
Flood risk management based on appropriate
national policies, sectoral strategies, & coordinated
actions set out in Flood Risk Management Plans

Vision: To minimise the impacts of river
and coastal flooding on society,
households, businesses and the
environment through the provision of
flood risk guidance and advice in the
area of sustainable planning, assisting
the development of resilient
communities and implementation of
effective mitigation measures for
areas at risk

Implement CFRAM Programme and related risk
assessment and management initiatives

Define long-term strategies for flood risk
management, taking account of the potential
aspects of climate change

A prioritised programme of capital investment for
the protection of communities

Provide an Advisory Service to DECLG and
Planning Authorities

Support sustainable planning and development

Reduced new development in flood prone areas
and sustainable redevelopment of urban centres

Implement Capital Flood Defence, Coastal
Protection and Arterial Drainage Maintenance
Schemes and support local authorities in
delivering some major and minor works

Flood Relief Schemes (at varying stages of
design, planning, implementation & completion),
effective drainage channels and embankments
and local solutions for local flood problems

Protection of property, transport infrastructure
and productive agricultural land in areas prone
to flooding contributing to the sustainability of
local communities

Assist the public to prepare for and recover
from flooding

Support local resilience initiatives and develop
public flood risk data and information services

Safer, resilient communities that are prepared
for, and can recover from, flood events

Key Enablers
People, Processes, Organisational Structures

Corporate Governance and (Financial) Resources

Technology & Shared Services

Strengthen capacity and capabilities, performance management,
leadership and skills

Improve financial / resource management, performance evaluation
and outcome measurement

Improve use of technology to facilitate and drive
excellent performance & customer service

Match processes and structures to deliver more effectively through
Business Transformation

Enhance risk management performance, accountability and
(internal) financial controls

Generate greater efficiencies through ICT – implement
records management system.

Engage and communicate more effectively at all levels

Improve business management information and reporting

Participate in all Shared Services initiatives

Increase in flexibility, efficiency and innovation, progressing Public
Service Reform

Deliver value for money

Deliver Shared Services as required

Build capacity to respond to challenges and improve performance
through implementation of the Civil Service Renewal Plan

Enhance the existing OPW brand across all areas of the Office

Operating Environment
The Office’s principal asset in the delivery of quality service is the
professionalism and expertise of its staff across a very wide skills
spectrum. It conducts its business in a complex and challenging operating
environment. Many factors, both internal and external, contribute to this
complexity and were considered in development of this Statement of
Strategy.
Internal








Regulatory Clarity
Corporate Governance
Customer-facing
Employees
Culture
Diversity
Range of Skills &
Expertise
 National Reach
 Ability to Respond
 Established Brand

 Emergent Specialist
Knowledge Gaps
 Reduced Staff
Numbers
 Succession Planning
 Range of Diverse
Activities
 Internal
Communications
 Geographic Spread

Cross-Departmental/
Organisational
 Shared Service
 Property Asset
Management Delivery
Plan
 Flood Risk Management
 Procurement
 Tourism & Leisure
 Government Architectural
Policy
 Optimising Power @Work

External










The Public
Economic Environment
Property Market
Construction Industry
Public Service Reform/
Civil Service Renewal
Reduction in Public
Service Numbers
Budget Reductions
Regulatory Framework
International
Comparators

Chairman’s Statement
The Office of Public Work's (OPW) remit covers the two main
functional areas of Estate Portfolio Management (including
Heritage Services) and Flood Risk Management. This
Statement of Strategy sets out the objectives of the OPW in its
areas of responsibility for the years 2015 to 2017.
In relation to Estate Portfolio Management we aim to be the
recognised leader in the management and conservation of our
buildings and heritage. Efforts to rationalise our property
portfolio, reduce maintenance costs and release properties will
be a priority. Opportunities to present our Heritage Sites to
greater numbers and using new technologies will be explored.
The OPW is the lead agency for flood risk management in
Ireland. It is our aim to minimise the impacts of river and
coastal flooding on society, households, businesses and the
environment, through the provision of flood risk guidance and
advice in the area of sustainable planning, assisting the
development of resilient communities and implementation of
effective mitigation measures for areas at risk.
These functional areas place us at the centre of the
Government's public sector reform goals. The Public Service
Reform Plan 2014-2016 addresses a wide range of issues
such as:
Implementation of shared services models for
HR, payroll, pensions, etc.
Evaluation of new business models for the
delivery of non-core services
Property rationalisation
Reducing costs, addressing duplication and
eliminating waste to support job creation.

The OPW is fully committed to the ongoing programme of
change in the Civil Service which seeks to build capacity to
respond to existing and future challenges and improve the
performance of the Civil Service and its staff. The Civil Service
Renewal Plan provides the framework for renewing the Civil
Service over the next three years. The Plan outlines a vision
for the Civil Service and practical changes that will create a
more unified, professional, responsive and open and
accountable Civil Service, providing a world-class service to the
State and to the people of Ireland. Strong leadership and active
participation in implementing this programme of change will be
a key focus over the period. The OPW will seek to ensure that
its industrial workforce is included within this renewal process.
The OPW has set out its objectives and plans for achieving
reform in all of these areas. In conjunction with delivering the
objectives set out in this Statement of Strategy, staff in the
OPW will, on an ongoing basis, examine every aspect and
function of the business activities being carried out and identify
opportunities for greater effectiveness and efficiency. We are
engaging with our stakeholders across the wider public service
to ensure that these efficiencies will be delivered.
The OPW has been charged with leading the operational
aspects of the public service reform agenda in the area of
strategy for our own property. While this will be a challenge for
us over the coming three years I know that our staff are more
than equal to the challenges that face us and that we can draw
on the resilience, flexibility and diligence of all within the OPW
to ensure that greater value for money is provided for the
taxpayer in all our areas of operation.
Clare McGrath
Chairman

